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FASHION
25 FASHION BEAT
Make printed crossbody bags, sultry delicates and oversized sunnies your new go-to looks.

36 COLOUR CRASH COURSE: IN FOR A TREAT
Redefine your earthy palette with a delicious coat of Toffee.

40 FASHION INSIDER: SPARKING JOY WITH SHOES
Fireworkhouse combines fashion and sustainability into a pair of leather shoes.

41 STYLE EDIT: BACK TO BASICS
Breathe life to your wardrobe with this sleek range of sandy-camel arm candies!

42 STYLE HACK: COLOUR THEORY
Three ways on how you can take on the colour-blocking trend like a boss!

52 FASHION SPREAD: STYLE IT LIKE YOU MEAN IT!
Flip through to see how our Fashion Writer styled five street-inspired looks on a shoestring.
FEATURES & LIFESTYLE

102 OPINION: FROM BROKE TO WOKE
Sustainable engineer and founder of Fashionfidelity.com, Najah Omn explains how she survived her credit card debts.

106 TECH: CHEAP THRILLS
Find out more about the latest phones in town that cost less than RM1,500 but come complete with state-of-the-art features!

108 TRAVEL HIT: DISCOVERING BUSAN
Filled with culture and heritage, it’s time you hopped onboard the next flight to this beautiful South Korean city.

112 CAREER: PLAN A WORKING GAP YEAR
Find out how taking a break from work for a year can help you ace your career game in the long run!

114 RELATIONSHIP: NOBODY’S FOOL
Everything you need to know about being catfished and what your next move should be.

117 FOCUS: HOT BUDGET
Team FEMALE reveals the best things and experiences you can buy for less than RM100!